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Introductions

It has been a pleasure to help make this book a reality.  With so 
many amazing top women in sales, all with a lot to say, it is exciting 
to be able to gather everyone’s insights into a single book.  We 
hope you enjoy reading it as much as we did putting it together.

Janice Mars
eBook Curator
@janicemars

What idea can help you grow sales? We asked the top women sales 
experts of Sales Shebang® for their thoughts, and got amazing 
strategies you can read about and then put into place immediately.

If you are looking for sales expertise – visit  
www.SalesShebang.com/experts where you can find the top women 
in B2B sales. Our reach is in the millions and we collectively get in 
front of hundreds of thousands of B2B sales professionals and sales 
leaders each year.

Enjoy, and be sure to follow us at @SalesShebang on Twitter. Tips 
from the book are posted with #salestipsnow

Lori Richardson
Curator, Sales Shebang®
@scoremoresales
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GROW YOUR GARDEN
OF SALES OPPORTUNITIES

Springtime: the time of year for growth and renewal. Springtime 
falls in the middle of the second calendar year quarter. If you are 
responsible for business development for your organization, then 
your “growth and renewal” period started officially January 1. 
However, your strategy for growth and renewal begins 12 months 
earlier than when needed! 

If you want to grow a business garden that’s varied, educational, 
and self-renewing, here are 3 Tips for you.
 
1. Think ABD instead of ABC. Always be Developing, instead of 

Closing. Till the soil. Buyers may not be ready to buy; however, 
they are always in need of development. Your network also 
needs development. The Contact you meet today may refer you – 
without your knowing about it – to someone who might become 
your best strategic customer. Attend meetings and networking 
events that are educational and relevant to your own business 
development needs. Seek out meetings and networking events 
that your target markets attend, not your sales buddies. Move 1 
millimeter outside of your current comfort level. Grow yourself 
and develop your business at the same time. 

2. Fertilize and cross-pollinate your brain and your customer base. 
The most robust species have the capacity to adapt and be 
flexible across a range of environmental factors. While I’m not 
suggesting you become all things to all people, think about the 
common denominators - common themes and issues -occurring 
across multiple business segments. Remain open to creating 
discussions which pull information and experience you’ve gained 
in working with companies in one segment, into another segment. 
This ability not only allows you to grow your own knowledge 
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base for thought-leadership, but also provides you with the tools 
to begin provocative and relevant dialogues with customers in 
different industry segments who might have more in common 
than they think. You may find yourself in the position of brokering 
deals with multiple vendor-customers, instead of simply selling 
your – or your employer’s – stuff.

3. Weed your garden frequently. If your customer base is loaded 
with anyone who you can get to do business with you, err on 
the side of quality instead of quantity. Review your customers, 
and your targeted prospects, each month. You should always 
have a plan for your business development garden. What types 
of customers, what types of contracts, what types of projects? 
If there are customers in your garden who take up all of your 
time reinventing a non-lucrative wheel, or who are not the types 
of folks you do your best work for, consider pruning back your 
commitments to them. Weed out the low-hanging fruit which 
may never grow into long term, loyal customers and advocates. 
Make the best use of your time, and that of your customers, 
by selecting the right types of folks to work with, in your well-
planned business garden.

Name: Babette Ten Haken 
Company: Sales Aerobics for Engineers®, LLC,

Sales Insight By:
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STOP
SCARING
PROSPECTS!

The fastest way to grow sales opportunities is to close more of the 
ones you pursue. That involves excellent targeting of which deals to 
pursue and superb understanding of the buyers’ motives.

Buyers make their purchase decisions to avoid failure rather than to 
gain advantage. They will choose the workable solution that is safe 
rather than the best solution that could be wrong. The larger the 
company, the more people influence the buying decision and the 
more they fear making a mistake. To complicate matters, the buyers 
do not all have the same fears. Some fear your company; others fear 
the value of your products/services; still others fear your processes. 
To satisfy the majority of the buyers better than your competitors 
do, you’ll need to meet their fears head on so that they will relax 
and learn about the advantages you bring them. What specific fears 
do they have?

Fear of your company, for example:  
• Are you financially able to handle a contract of this size?
• Do you have a credible reputation?
• Is your delivery team highly capable?

Fear of your product/service solution, such as:
• Is it new or have others used it successfully?
• Will it really meet our needs?
• Can you ensure that it will integrate with our existing systems?

Fear of your processes, including:
• Do you have clear processes for ramping up, solving problems, or 

making necessary changes? 
• Can you work without disrupting the way we work?
• Do you have exemplary customer service, HR policies, and  

IT systems?
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The end users, who will send their recommendations upline, need 
product/service details about how your service will improve their 
operations. But the ultimate decision-makers don’t worry about the 
details, just the bottom-line value to them and an absence of 
fear factors.

So, how do you overcome fears? Work on preparing tangible 
evidence in each of these areas: 
 
• Credibility and stability
• Your company history
• Your plan to finance and deliver on a large venture 
• Brief, pertinent bios about your team’s credibility, focused    

on project management and track record of delivery
 
• Product/service outcomes
• Case studies from former and current clients
• Testimonials
• Industry white papers to demonstrate thought leadership

• Process documents and illustrations
• Detailed timeline and responsibilities for ramp up
• Your project management process
• Escalation process for problems

Start with your website. Design it to allay fears. Then develop 
collateral materials that you can present in person, especially 
materials for your subject matter experts to use when talking with 
their counterparts.

Illustrate your pattern of growth; name customers if you have 
recognizable ones. Prepare uniform case studies focused on 
outcomes. Include professional bio statements about your team’s 
qualifications: not their favorite movie, hobbies, or the name of their 
dog. Formulate the steps you take informally and produce process 
maps and work-flow charts. Pictures, charts, diagrams, and short 
slide shows or videos are effective.
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Name: Barbara Weaver Smith, Ph.D.
Company: The Whale Hunters Inc.

Sales Insight By:

In all your materials, demonstrate from the start that you are the 
company that can keep them safe. When you lead with fear and 
close with advantage, you will turn more of your sales opportunities 
into new business.
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WHAT DO YOU NEED 
TO STOP DOING TO 
GROW REVENUES?

If you are like most sales professionals, your focus is probably 
on what you are going to do.  Perhaps it’s time to change your 
perspective and ask the question: WHAT WILL YOU STOP DOING? 
It’s easy to keep doing what you’re doing--even if it’s not producing 
the best results.  

Salespeople get caught up in being busy rather than productive.  
(Can anyone, besides me, relate to a picture of a gerbil on the 
treadmill?) Hop off the sales treadmill, slow down, and take time to 
analyze your business. Make it a goal to work smarter not harder.    

The first item on your working smarter agenda is conducting a win-
loss analysis of sales. Do you know why you are winning business?  
Losing business? If not, there is a good chance the only sales 
strategy you are deploying is the ‘shot in the dark’ approach.’  

Here are a few win-loss analysis questions to get you started on 
stopping non-productive behavior. 

STOP CALLING ON CHEAP PROSPECTS. The internet has changed 
the game of business and sales. Look for buyers and markets where 
the expertise and personal touch of a salesperson is still valued.  For 
example, in our business, we focus on fast growth companies.  The 
vice president of sales in these organizations is stretched thin and 
values the shortcuts we provide as a partner in training. We also win 
business with prospects that are involved in a complex, business to 
business, sale where they sell on value, not price.  

STOP CALLING ON NON-DECISION MAKERS. You might be calling 
on the right vertical but not connecting with the right decision 
maker.  This sales challenge is often misdiagnosed in sales 
organizations.   The CEO or sales director keeps preaching to the 
salesperson that he needs to call on the ‘C-suite.’  
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Name: Colleen Stanley
Company: SalesLeadership

Sales Insight By:

Sales leaders, apply some common sense. Your salesperson knows 
what to do.  (You’ve had this conversation more than once.) In over 
two decades of working with salespeople, I find that the real reason 
they are not calling on the right decision maker is due to a lack of 
the emotional intelligence skill of self-regard. 

A salesperson with high self-regard, shows up to sales meetings 
confident of his ability to hold a conversation with a buyer that has 
a bigger title and a bigger office. He knows that he is an expert 
in his field and recognizes the contribution his product or service 
makes to a potential buyer’s business.  

The salesperson lacking confidence spends most of his time 
worrying that he will get asked a question that he won’t have the 
answer to. As a result, he doesn’t even ask for the meeting—he just 
sits in his office worrying about a sales meeting that never happens!

What will you stop doing to grow sales?  
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YOU’RE FIRED!
3 TIPS TO PRUNE
& GROW YOUR SALES

Imagine how it would feel to be like Donald Trump and say, 
“You’re Fired!” to the customers or prospects who take more 
than they provide. 

Does the thought make you smile or create a panic of, “How would I 
continue to grow if I fire anyone?” 

The debate of “pruning” prospects or clients is relevant. A recent 
LinkedIn group discussion tackled this topic and the responses 
reviewed the merits and perils of ‘firing’ customers. Most people 
were in agreement that firing or pruning prospects and unhealthy 
customers is a necessary part of pipeline and account management.

I wholeheartedly agree that knowing when to end a non-
profitable and energy sucking customer relationship is key to 
long-term success.

It’s hard because we are trained as professional sellers to look for 
more—more prospects; more from our current customers; more 
revenue; more, more, more.

Yet to get more, we may first need to prune and trim off the 
undesirable time wasters and relationship suckers. 

My first customer pruning was painful! The customer always wanted 
more of my time, my services, my bandwidth, and wanted to pay 
for much less. Year after year this client became less profitable and 
finally I was in the negative for revenue versus time needed, effort 
given, and stress created in delivering what they wanted. Every 
year while I would reset expectations for the service plan levels and 
investment throughout the year they asked, or rather demanded, 
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Name: Nancy Bleeke
Company: Sales Pro Insider, Inc.

Sales Insight By:

more than they had committed to. Finally, I decided it was time 
to prune. We parted ways amicably and they continue to  be a 
good reference. 

It was freeing. The time, energy, and efforts that were no longer 
consumed by one demanding client allowed me to serve more! My 
profitability increased and my stress level decreased significantly. 

What I’ve learned in 20 years of building new clients is that regular 
pruning is healthy, necessary, and possibly easier than you 
might imagine. 

3 Tips to help you prune your customers and prospects:
 
1. Determine the criteria for firing. A few thought starters: Amount

of time vs. profitability, viability of future business, amount of 
effort/stress to serve them, geographic, ethic issues, or fit to your 
solution and future plans. 

2. Review your pipeline and account lists to identify the most likely
to go and where they should go. Is there someone in your 
company who might better serve them (rookies have more time)? 
Should they be removed totally? Can the relationship be made  
more positive? 

3. Execute the conversation verbally. This is no time to send a “Dear 
John” letter. Practice saying how you will inform them.  
 
Please note that I don’t want you to be fired, so confirm your plan 
with your sales manager first.

If you’ve ever gardened, you know it’s true. To achieve healthy 
growth and new sprouts, you need to prune first. So get out those 
shears and trim away!
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THE 
UNIVERSAL LAWS OF 
REVENUE GROWTH

The business world revolves with the gravitational pull of revenue 
momentum. Without revenue momentum and ultimately, growth, a 
business’s star will eventually burn out. So how do you fuel revenue 
momentum and sales opportunities to ensure your business will 
continue to thrive? The oxygen required is sales productivity. 

Sales productivity is partly measured by comparing the amount of 
time spent selling to the amount of time spent doing everything 
else and partly measured by the amount of revenue that’s generated 
based on that ratio.  

So the first step to guarantee continued revenue momentum 
and growth is to measure and monitor the time your reps spend 
on ‘selling’ vs. ‘non-selling.’ We define ‘selling’ to mean that a 
salesperson is communicating with a prospect.  Creating a proposal 
is an important and necessary task however; the activity actually 
reduces the amount of time a salesperson has left to sell. Even the 
best multi-taskers can’t communicate with a prospect and create a 
proposal at the same time.

Salespeople are limited by the amount of time they have in the 
day (and the amount of days in a year). According to our 215 
Principle™, salespeople have—you guessed it—215 days to sell. If 
your salespeople average $1million of revenue per year using 35% of 
their time for selling and 65% of their time on non-selling activities 
(which is thought to be the average), their revenue is coming from 
the number of prospects they’re able to communicate with during 
that 35% of the time.
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“You cannot sell to a prospect that you don’t communicate with.” 

Your revenue growth is bounded by this natural law. Spend 35% of 
your time communicating with prospects and generate $1million of 
revenue. Or, spend 50% of your time communicating with prospects 
and generate $1.428million of revenue (going from 35% to 50% is a 
42.8% growth in the ‘time spent selling’).

The simple answer to the question, “How can you ensure revenue 
growth?” is “You must increase the number of prospects you talk 
with.” Because time is finite, this answer implies that you must 
reduce the time you spend on everything else. Therein lies the clue 
to what your second step should be. Eliminate, re-assign, delegate, 
or make more efficient, any and all tasks that don’t involve talking 
with prospects.

Start with a sales energy audit. Determine where your salespeople 
spend their non-selling time and then systematically work toward 
making those activities more efficient. Identify processes and 
tools that free more of their time for selling and you’ll ensure your 
business will continue to shine brightly.

Name: Nancy Nardin
Company: Smart Selling Tools

Sales Insight By:
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CUSTOMER CENTRIC
STRATEGIES TO ESCAPE
THE COMMODITY TRAP

One of my friends provides image consulting to professionals in 
career transition. She is regularly bombarded with calls from low 
level gatekeepers in Human Resources, Training, and Finance. They 
have one thing in common: they represent non-revenue producing 
functional areas. She finds it downright demoralizing.

The gatekeepers’ job is to treat your company like a commodity. 
They are “tasked” with getting quotes, and to check off boxes on 
their rigid RFP worksheets. 

If you have also been dragged into the land of commoditization, 
your job is to escape as quickly as you can. It is a dubious place to 
live with marginal value or spark. Things will not improve--unless 
you are willing to experiment with customer-centric marketing ideas 
to drive innovation.

With some determination, planning, and a bit of luck, you may just 
position yourself to become the next Instagram. 

Here are some recommendations to help you engage your 
customers in your commodity “escape plan”:

1. Accept the fact that sometimes, your products and services 
cannot escape the commodity trap. The only remaining area 
where you can outpace competition are your relationships with 
customers, vendors, your employees, and your community. Chris 
Golec, CEO of DemandBase, reports that their strong customer 
success program has enabled them to discover an unmet need, 
which resulted in a new product idea that now comprises nearly 
90% of their total revenues. 

2. Track how often you put your customer first during internal 
meetings, and while making strategic and marketing decisions. 
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Name: Lisa Nirell
Company: Energize Growth® LLC

Sales Insight By:

Customer centric cultures share one thing in common:  The entire 
company is oriented and incented around customer success, and 
a single customer metric shapes behavior. 

3. Be mindful of end of quarter pressures to close business at 
any cost. They will undermine your customer centric efforts 
and core competencies. Avoid succumbing to unique 
customization requests.  

4. While enrolling customers in key decisions, and gathering 
valuable feedback, tell them how you will take action on their 
input. Your customers want to know that their input is valued 
beyond the interview or advisory board discussion. EMC 
distributes mirror surveys to the entire organization to assess 
employee’s perception of how well EMC is managing the 
customer experience. 

5. Get creative on metrics. If you are truly committed to building 
a customer centric culture and marketing plan, look beyond 
customer renewal rates. Golec indicates that time to value is a 
priceless measure: “We track the time from when we close the 
sale how long it takes before they have a measurable benefit 
from our technology. The minute that happens, we improve our 
relationship with that account.”  

6. Focus your customer centric efforts on your ideal customers. 
Any program will fail if you administer programs across all 
customer segments and try to serve anyone with a pulse and  
a budget.

Gatekeepers play an important role in managing expenses, not in 
driving revenue. Don’t defer to their droll demands. These 
strategies will help you unlock your full potential value creation 
with customers.
 
Copyright 2013, Lisa Nirell. All rights reserved. This article originally appeared in FastCompany.

http://www.fastcompany.com/
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DON’T 
FORGET 
THIS KEY 
SALES STRATEGY

I used to be a know-it-all. But my memory system failed badly when 
there became too much to know. Then, I became a copious note 
taker. While that helped, it still wasn’t sufficient to keep up with the 
sheer amount I had to remember. 

Cheat sheets came next. They helped me focus on the key points. 
Unfortunately, I still forgot important things. Time pressures, 
overwhelm and stress contributed to the problem. 

One day, not too long ago, I was telling my family about a minor 
screw up that should never have happened. I knew better. My 
son, the pilot, immediately jumped in to ask if I had a checklist. 
I looked at him like he was nuts, then I countered that I was a 
professional, not a MacDonald’s employee. My work was much more 
sophisticated and couldn’t be easily encapsulated in a checklist. 

He stood firm, telling me that pilots always use checklists—even 
the most experienced ones. And, he challenged me to create one. 
Doggone him! He knows I can’t resist a good challenge.  

It didn’t take long for me to become a real fan of checklists. I loved 
how they freed up my memory for the more important things. And, 
they ensured I didn’t unwittingly make stupid mistakes. Here’s one I 
recently created for online video meetings.
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Name: Jill Konrath 
Company: JillKonrath.com

Sales Insight By:

Online Meeting Checklist
 
Preparation
___ Pick up my work area.
___ Turn up lights, avoiding windows behind me.
___ Adjust camera so it’s at eye level.
___ Test equipment (camera, slides, mic) to ensure it works.
___ Log on 5 minutes prior to meeting.
___ Use headset to eliminate background noise.
___ Shut down email, instant messaging and other distractions.
___ Position myself in center of screen, three feet from computer.
___ Turn on webcam.
___ Move meeting viewer window to center to ensure eye contact.
___ Press “record” when meeting starts.

During Meeting
___ Look into camera, smile and welcome people when they log on.
___ Begin with intros and a little chitchat.
___ Review meeting purpose and timeframes.
___ Present vital, must-know information.
___ Ask questions to gain insights and perspectives.
___ Suggest/solicit input for logical next steps.

Follow Up
___ Send email confirming key points, decisions made and “to dos.”
___ Forward recording to people who missed the meeting.
___ Review meeting, looking for ways to improve skills. 

What a godsend that checklist has been!  I pull it out every time I do 
an online meeting, even though I’ve done tons of them. It’s simple. I 
don’t have to use one ounce of my limited brainpower, which enables 
me to really focus on executing the meeting flawlessly. 

Seriously. Give it a try. You can create checklists for pre-call research, 
using technology, proposals, presentations and more. They protect 
you from screwing up and ultimately, make you much better at sales. 
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Ask most sales people where they want to spend their time. 
If given the choice to close one $150,000 deal or ten $15,000 deals, 
most people would want to close one large deal.  Why?  Because it 
can take about the same amount of time to close a large deal as a 
smaller one.  And, when you now need to close ten of them, that’s 
ten times more energy for you and your precious internal resources 
to expend.  On paper, that does not sound like where you want to 
spend your time, right?

You are a professional.  And as a professional, you want to spend 
your time efficiently.  So you utilize your company’s sales process 
to help guide you.  Your sales process tells you how to go about 
working those opportunities that will yield more consistent results-
the high yield activities that will maximize your time by ensuring the 
buyer’s buying process is aligned with your sales process.  

You know that you want to hit your quota-or better yet, exceed 
your quota-and you want to do it in a way that optimizes your time.  
So, what do you do? You use your sales process and talk to the 
prospects you know have a need for your solutions and services.  
However, these deals tend to be very competitive and smaller.  
Why?  Because in these deals, the buying process is way ahead of 
your sales process.  The clients have already established a need, 
know what they want, and assigned the project to someone who will 
get you to spend most of your time talking features and functions.  
And after working really hard competing with others in the feature-
function world, you make your quota; but again, these deals tend to 
be smaller than you would like. The good news is, you are following 
your sales process; however, you are reiterating the sales process 
multiple times to get to your end goal.  

BIGGER IS BETTER!
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Optimize your time using your sales process and do the following:

1. Ensure you are talking to everyone in your territory-not just those 
that will talk about projects. This means talking to the C suite and 
other executives you have never met. 

2. Talk their talk and walk their walk so that the conversations are 
more about their business than your solution or services. Do your 
research and find out what business issues are important to them. 

3. Evangelize the knowledge you gather when talking to these 
executives. You have the rare opportunity to talk to their peers, 
hear about their issues and how they have solved them. 

4. Continue to provide pertinent information that is either specific 
to them or their industry. This way, you can stay in touch with 
them by providing relevant information that provokes them to 
think differently than they have in the past.

If you do these four things, your deals will get larger because 
you will be solving business issues at the higher levels of the 
organization. And, you will be maximizing your time and your 
quota. Happy selling.

Name: Janice Mars
Company: SalesLatitude

Sales Insight By:
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THE BUYER WAY
OR THE HIGHWAY

Even with all the discussion and debate about aligning marketing 
and sales, most efforts don’t deliver an aligned experience for 
the buyer. Too many organizations believe their sales process 
(frequently dictated by a sales or CRM tool) is in tune with the 
buyers’ process.  If that were true, we would all be exceeding our 
quotas every year without fail!   Instead, what is really going on is 
the following: 

1. The typical sales process, running the gamut from 3 – 7  stages, 
is all about selling steps, not buying steps. 

2. Most marketing content addresses only the first couple of buyer 
stages (awareness and consideration), but rarely goes further.

3. The later stages are missing actionable content that drives a 
buyer’s decision process, leaving sellers to create their own, or 
reuse early-stage marketing content the buyers have 
already seen.

Developing an accurate set of buyer stages requires temporarily 
setting aside your internal sales stages to determine what the buyer 
journey really looks like.  Based on the buyer journey, you can then 
design the right mix of content and tools specifically targeted at 
each buyer stage. The final step is to then compare it to your sales 
process to assess if it supports or inhibits buyer engagement. Be 
sure to answer these questions:

1. What do buyers need/want in the early stages of the buying 
cycle and what content is available to them? 

2. How do buyer activities and needs change during the middle  
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Name: Lisa D. Dennis
Company: Knowledgence Associates

Sales Insight By:

stages and how will you address this shift?  
 

3. What are the key resources or tools that both the buyer and  
seller look for in the final stages to make it easier to purchase?

While you may be tempted to ask your sales teams what buyers 
need, nothing beats asking the buyers themselves. Do a buyer 
survey to help define the buying stages and requirements, and then 
correlate it with an assessment of your existing marketing content. 
This will identify mis-alignment, process disconnects, and content 
gaps.  Then ask your sales people a similar set of survey questions. 
Comparing the results between your buyers and sellers clearly nets 
out what works, what doesn’t, and where there are misfires within 
the buyer journey. You may be surprised at the level of misalignment 
you see as the buyer gets closer to making a decision. By clearly 
understanding what a buyer needs in the later stages and delivering 
it, you create a significant competitive advantage when the risk of 
losing a deal to someone else is at its highest.

The last step is then to realign your organization’s sales process to 
the buyer’s stages. Create a visual map that has three levels – the 
first level being the buyer stages, followed by the content assets 
that are best suited to each stage. Then add your organization’s 
sales stages as the third level. At a glance, your sales and marketing 
personnel should be able to see what is needed by the buyer at 
any point in their journey and how that relates to the seller’s 
process. This delivers the roadmap to get your sellers on the 
buyers’ highway.
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RAPPORT REQUIRES
CREATIVE FOLLOW-UP

Rapport was established in your meeting, and it requires nurturing 
to grow and deepen. After your first sales call, be sure to send a 
personalized follow-up within twenty-four hours. I like to challenge 
myself to do it immediately after the meeting.

Follow-up can be as simple as a handwritten thank you note, an 
email with a resource, or even a recommendation for a great movie. 
Creating the perfect follow up process is just like shopping for the 
perfect birthday gift. Use what you learned about the prospect and 
send something personalized.

After I met with the executive who was training for a triathlon, 
I sent him an article with triathlon training tips and a humorous 
story about something that happened to me while running. Use 
your creativity to find the ideal follow-up idea for each prospect. I 
have so much fun creating ways to follow up with my prospects in 
unusual and memorable ways.

The zaniest follow-up technique I’ve used thus far was a baby 
kangaroo! Before I started my own sales coaching business, I was 
working for a facility that had a baby kangaroo trained in pet 
therapy. When I discovered that one of my prospects was a huge 
animal lover, I made arrangements to bring the kangaroo to his 
office. He was so excited that he invited some of his patients to 
come to the office that day and meet the kangaroo. I made it an 
event by having photos taken, framing them, and presenting them 
to my prospect. He became a very satisfied customer.

In a few weeks the word got out in my community that I had a baby 
kangaroo who would visit physicians’ offices. Soon prospects were 
inviting me to call on them. While other sales reps were delivering 
brochures, I was driving around town with a baby kangaroo in 
diapers in the front seat of my car.
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Name: Carolyn Coradeschi
Company: Rainmaker Mindset

Sales Insight By:

Now you may not have access to a baby kangaroo, but you do have 
plenty of resources available for creative follow-up if you put your 
mind to it. I recently met with the administrator of a healthcare 
organization who mentioned that she loved to cook, and we talked 
about how challenging it can be to find new ways to fix chicken. 
After that meeting I called my mom and got a chicken recipe she 
made when I was growing up. I sent it to my prospective client and 
she loved it! I enjoyed adding this special touch to my follow-up, 
and cemented a solid rapport with this prospect, who later became 
a client.

Since you just built rapport, keep your follow-up contacts light, 
positive, and encouraging so that your prospect feels your genuine 
positive regard, not any pressure or manipulation.

Follow-up can be as simple as a thank you note or emailing a 
relevant article, or as elaborate as a visit from a baby kangaroo.  
The key to effective follow-up is to provide something that 
demonstrates that you listened to your prospect and discovered 
something that would make her smile and remember you.
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8 REASONS 
YOU MAY BE
STRUGGLING 
IN SALES

1. You are not sure what you are looking for. Without a clear vision 
of what a prospect or client looks like for you, you miss prospects 
in unlikely places or chase some you shouldn’t be pursuing at all.  
As Lewis Carroll wrote, “if you don’t know where you’re going, 
any road will take you there.” 

2. You have a poor answer for the “What do you do?” question.
You would think the sheer number of times we are asked this 
would make us experts with our answer. I have made it a focused 
study and I still stumble at times. Keep in mind the person asking 
really doesn’t care what you do.  They want to know what you do 
– for them. 

3. You talk too much. . . Especially about HOW you do things such 
as techniques, processes, etc. These are all features of a product 
or service. Clients buy on benefits … to them.  Listen for their 
compelling issue and help them see what it will be like to have it 
solved. That’s what the prospect is looking for. 

4. You hate the idea of being a salesperson. Many talented people 
fail because they can’t get their head around the idea that 
they are a salesperson. It’s vital you change your attitude to be 
comfortable with this or you will be the most knowledgeable 
person sitting alone at home. 

5. You lack the skills needed to sell. You didn’t become adept 
at others things you do without learning and experience. The 
same thing is needed when learning to sell. Even with the right 
personality traits, you need to learn and develop vital skills in 
prospecting, discovering prospects needs, and sales skills such as 
getting appointments and closing.  
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Name: Jennifer Leake CMC 
Company: Assessment Pros LLC

Sales Insight By:

6. You lack a “foot in the door” option. Prospects rarely become 
clients without some rapport and experience with you. I call this 
my “Costco marketing” concept. I’ve bought LOTS of things at 
Costco that I never planned to simply because a nice lady was 
standing there offering samples. What do you have to offer as a 
“try before you buy” option for those who are wavering or need a 
nudge to close? 

7. You give it away. Most people really like to help. If in your initial 
visit with a prospect, you talk too much (reason #3) and give 
them enough information, the prospect may think they can solve 
it on their own. A wise sales trainer once taught me, “Sell the 
prospect … and educate the client.”  

8. You go it alone. Any time I’ve neglected to ask advice, get 
feedback or brainstorm, it seems to take me longer and the 
outcome is less wonderful than when I get my “peeps” involved. 
Accountability partners also keep me focused and on task. Join 
things, get involved (the key part) and involve others.
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CLOSING MORE DEALS 
IS EASY WHEN YOU SAY
HELLO THE RIGHT WAY

It’s the net new business year after year that makes or breaks 
meeting sales quotas. So why do sellers cringe at cold calling? It’s 
the tons of rejection sellers experience from the gatekeeper, voice 
mail and even the person they really want to impress to gain a 
meeting.  This much rejection, from all of these sources, can mess 
with ones emotional intelligence to keep from picking up the phone.

What are the top performers or hunters, who say they love the 
chase and the cold call, doing differently than the others? It’s their 
pre-call preparation and they begin at the beginning. For most 
sellers, not much of the pre-sales preparation and planning time is 
truly invested in crafting the first few words spoken. Which makes 
the Launch the most ignored part of the sales process and high set-
up for rejection.  

Without preparing exactly what to say, the first words spoken most 
likely won’t have a decision maker stopping what they are doing, 
paying attention and on the edge of their chair thinking, “I need to 
clear my schedule for this person.”  

Launch your next conversation with these 3 steps to being closing 
more deals.

1. Introduction. State your name and your company name
People want to immediately know whom they are talking to. This 
eliminates any guessing and avoids any surprises.

“Thanks Mr. Rice for taking my call. I’m Alice Kemper with Sales 
Training Consultants.”
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Name: Alice Kemper
Company: Sales Training Consultants 

Sales Insight By:

2. Explain Why Calling. This is a compelling and concise
headline with stopping power. Position yourself and your 
company as the expert who can do something for them. 
Beware, this isn’t about you, this is about what’s in it for them 
and the value or benefits available if they speak with you.

Our expertise assists sales teams to improve close ratios, eliminate 
discounting and consistently meet their sales quotas.

“‘We sell sales training,’ would have booted me off the phone. That 
is all about me without a benefit to them.”

  3. Moment of Time. This is not as dangerous of a question
as some sellers think. What are they in the middle of doing,   
what’s next on their calendar or who is sitting in their office?
If you keep on talking, there’s the likelihood you’ll be cut off.
Now how’s that going to make you feel? Plus, you’re only 30
seconds to a minute into the conversation and they are only
passively listening. The ‘moment of time’ question engages,
builds rapport, and earns respect.  

“Is this a good time to explore the challenges your team is 
experiencing that is keeping them from closing more deals?”

Today’s buyers don’t need another vendor. They have plenty of 
them. Today buyers buy more from sellers who position themselves 
as a strategic business partner. 

Include these 3 steps to launch calls to avoid rejection, gain more 
appointments and close more deals.
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6 WAYS 
TO RAMP UP
YOUR SALES NOW!

1. Make calls - Not necessarily to sell but to learn and build or 
strengthen a relationship.  Make a list of current customers you 
haven’t talked to for a while and give them a call. Maybe you 
will get voicemail but that’s a great chance to leave an 
enthusiastic message. 

  
    a. Write out the questions you will ask if you get your client 

on the phone. 
    b. Write out the voicemail you will leave. 

2. Spend time on Linkedin – Your clients may not answer their
phones or make time to meet with you but they might have a 
conversation with you on LinkedIn.  Find all of your clients and 
prospects on LinkedIn.  Connect with them by sending them a 
personal greeting.  Follow their companies, click like on their 
activity or make a quick comment, send them a note or an article 
you find interesting.  Introduce them to others on LinkedIn they 
need to know. 

3. Read industry news and pass it on – It’s important to keep up on 
what’s happening in the industry by reading journals and blogs.  
Not only do you stay up to date and learn new things but you 
now have a reason to connect with clients and prospects.  When 
you find an article one of your customers would be interested in, 
you can email it to them or send them a link through LinkedIn. 

4. Take advantage of networking events – There are tons of 
networking events.  You can’t go to everything but make a list 
and choose the ones where your clients and prospects are most 
likely to be. Follow up with an email, a handwritten note or a  
LinkedIn request. 
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Name: Alice Heiman
Company: Alice Heiman, LLC

Sales Insight By:

5. Give a referral and get a referral – There’s no better way to build
a relationship than by sending a good referral.  I am always on 
the lookout for people I should connect. People love to get a 
good referral and even if they don’t end up getting the business 
they appreciate your effort and trust in them.  Making calls to 
ask for referrals is another form of relationship building.  If your 
customers are satisfied or better yet, loyal, they are happy to give 
referrals when asked.  Make it easy for them to introduce you. 
Once again, use LinkedIn to help them connect you. 

6. Be happy – People are attracted to happy people.  Many people 
are so busy and tired and get annoyed easily. Check your attitude.  
Make sure you are doing things to help you feel great.  Exercise, 
eat right, get plenty of sleep.  Keep a gratitude journal.  Let the 
compliments flow freely.  

There are so many things you can do to build relationships that will 
lead to more sales. Try a few of these and let me know what kind of 
results you get. I can’t wait to hear.
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HAVE YOU HEARD
THE SECRET?

There’s a secret in sales that you need to know. A secret so 
straightforward, yet so potent and up till now surprisingly little 
understood. Chances are your competitors don’t know it. I’m talking 
about ‘Win Themes™’. Don’t be embarrassed if you’ve never heard 
the term; only those ‘in the know’ really understand the concept and 
how to use it for remarkable results.

Win Themes™
Win themes™ are the intersection of your client’s priorities and your 
strengths. They’re the top 3 - 4 areas of overlap that create a sweet 
spot which translates into immediate client receptivity. Yes, it’s 
that simple. Win themes™ are the messages that will be reinforced 
throughout your proposal, presentation and all interactions with the 
client. They compound your strengths and competitive advantages. 
They can only be built on a solid understanding of your client’s 
vision, mission, goals, priorities, initiatives and problems. They 
are your differentiators. They form the basis of your custom value 
proposition. If your client desperately needs to increase profits but 
lacks resources, and your organization has expert resources with a 
track record of improving profits, then you have a win theme™ (and 
most likely a sale).
  
Why So Powerful?  
Once win themes™ are identified, tested, and expanded, they can 
be incorporated into proposals, presentations and other prospect 
interactions. List your win themes in order of impact. Determine 
what ‘evidence’ can be offered to support each win theme™. To test 
for strength and validity, have a neutral trusted advisor read through 
your proposal or listen to your presentation and tell you the top 3 
things that stood out. Strong win themes™ will effectively lock out 
the competition. 
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A Sales Success Story
A mid size healthcare organization was recently responding to a 
sizable RFP (request for proposal) doing a great job of answering 
each question. However, after reading through the entire response, 
there weren’t any ‘stand out’ points that the potential client could 
hold on to. Utilizing the Win Theme™ approach, they zeroed in 
on several prospect goals that were areas of strengths for the 
healthcare company and bingo, they had their win themes™. 
They re-purposed each answer, including the executive summary, 
finding creative ways to highlight and reinforce the win themes™ 
throughout the response. The result: a big sale and a new customer!
 
Shush...

Now that you know the secret, feel free to use it to enhance your 
close ratios. However, you might want to keep it hush-hush from 
your competitors.

Name: Lisa D. Magnuson
Company: Top Line Sales, LLC

Sales Insight By:
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SPEAKING 
OF SUCCESS!

Even in times of economic uncertainty, there are those who actually 
increase their sales. Many sellers are reporting record sales. So 
what’s up? 

Here’s What I Think

Not to oversimplify, but your ability to do well can come down to 
the stories you tell yourself about how easy, or hard, it is to make 
money. Here’s why. Thoughts about scarcity or success both turn 
into belief systems. Beliefs that run so deep, they will seep into your 
sales interactions.  

So before you connect with a client, ask yourself what you’re 
thinking. If you don’t like what you hear, change your story to one of 
success. Watch what happens! 

Change Your Words – Change Your Outcome

Below are examples of common statements that can quickly turn 
into negative beliefs. More powerful statements are in brackets. 
These examples, and others, can be found in my book, OutSell 
Yourself: Ethical Business and Sales Techniques!
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Times are tough! (There is more than enough business for everyone!)

I will TRY to get new business. (I WILL get new business!)

You have to work hard for the money. (Money comes easily!)

Why would they buy from me? (This could be a great fit!)

My business is too new. (I have lots of wisdom to share!)

They won’t like the price. (I provide GREAT value for the money!)

Name: Kelly McCormick
Company: OutSell Yourself

Sales Insight By:
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GET OVER IT!
ASKING FOR HELP IS
A SIGN OF STRENGTH

Many of us find it hard to ask for help, it is like when we were in 
high school and no one wanted to raise their hand because they 
were too embarrassed. Do you all remember what the teachers 
would say? They would say that there wasn’t anything to be 
embarrassed about, we are not born already knowing everything 
and without asking or listening we couldn’t possibly learn.
 
Did you know that giving others an opportunity to help is actually 
quite beneficial to them? Studies show that helping others can 
affect self-esteem and depression in positive ways!
 
Helping others by being a connector is common practice for 
successful sales professionals; this is how many rise to the top.

Yet when presented with the idea of referral selling most 
salespeople would rather cold call all day long than ask for 
a referral.
 
Why don’t more sales people use a referral strategy? Most are afraid 
of looking needy or they have had a referral gone rogue and don’t 
want to risk that again!
 
Most salespeople I interview have no idea what a referral is or is not.  
For example, 80% of salespeople surveyed believe getting to use 
someone’s name in a phone call, basically a cold call where you are 
name dropping, is a referral.
 
Professional referrals can grow your business short and long term. 
Every new professional you are referred to expands your network. 
Learning how to harness & develop these relationships and not 
“sell” to them is critical to growing your entire network.
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Name: Karin Bellantoni
Company: Blueprint SMS – Sales Management Science

Sales Insight By:

Your network is your personal goldmine. 

Why start over with new suspects and cold calling?
 
For companies focused on growth, one of the biggest opportunities 
is making sales more productive. Economic and technological 
changes are creating an environment where customers are more 
educated than ever by the time you get to them.
 
Trust is the most critical factor in the sales process. Once you have 
established trust you must gain understanding and continue with 
your sales process, but you have cut the selling time anywhere from 
20-60%.
 
The chances are you could mine all the business you need from your 
top 5 contacts. Take a quick look at your top 5 contacts on LinkedIn 
right now. Check out their connections. Look at all the interesting 
people one degree away from you. Savvy salespeople know social 
media is all about connecting online in order to take the 
relationship offline.

Why go wide when marketing in or out of your sales territory? 
Studies prove the 80/20 rule all the time. 

Get over it! 

Just let your friends and colleagues know you are growing your 
business strategically. You are selecting the right kind of people to 
work with and you need their help.

Learn how to target and get to your perfect clients without ever 
making cold calls again. I guarantee you your business will grow and 
you will have more fun!
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TAKING SALES 
REJECTIONS FROM
OBSTACLES TO ASSETS

Whether people acknowledge it or not, failure and rejection come 
as standard features with the role. While some careers require a 
certain dress code; salespeople get cloaked in NO’s. But the word 
‘no’ doesn’t have to hinder you. In fact, it can encourage you to 
achieve a whole new level of greatness you never dreamed possible. 

When I was in my early sales career, I was always second-guessing 
what I thought the customer might say when I suggested an 
additional option with their purchase. Constantly judging what they 
would do and if they would say ‘yes,’ I operated with a philosophy 
that went something like: if you think they will say yes, then ask, if 
not, don’t!  It was based entirely on fear of failure and rejection. 
That was before I learned and embraced the ‘go for no’ philosophy.

This philosophy is that the greatest sales strategy is not to avoid 
rejection or hearing more no’s it’s actually to do the opposite: to 
intentionally increasing the number of no’s you hear in your sales 
day! 

Most people operate with the following mental model: they see 
themselves in the middle, with success (YES) on one end and failure 
(NO) on the other. They do everything they can to move toward 
success and away from failure. What if, rather than seeing failure as 
something to be avoided it became a “stepping-stone” on the path 
to success? In other words: Yes is the destination, NO is how you get 
there. If it’s true that the more we fail, the more we succeed (and it 
is), then the immediate goal should be to intentionally increase your 
failure rate – in other words, the number of no’s you current hear. 
Yes, this is a counter-intuitive, reverse thinking philosophy… but 
it works!
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Name: Andrea Waltz
Company: Courage Crafters Inc.

Sales Insight By:

I made it my mission to hear more no’s from my customers as long 
as I was doing it in a customer-focused, customer-centric way. My 
sales improved but more than that, so did my confidence. For many 
salespeople, if they actually counted the number of times they hear 
“no” during a typical day or week; would be shocked to see how low 
the number actually is.  

Now you might be thinking, I get it - it’s a numbers game. Correct.  
However when it gets really powerful and exciting is when the 
no’s are not dreaded obstacles but literally assets - you come 
to value the no’s in your sales career. So, while you may get this 
intellectually, you must tap into the one ingredient you had when 
you were a kid. The willingness to fail! 

So at the end of the day instead of bemoaning that you heard 3 
no’s, challenge yourself to get one more before you leave for the 
day. When you do that, you have literally turned sales rejections 
from obstacles into assets.   
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INTROVERTS & SELLING

Introverts can be (and are) highly successful sellers too! In fact, 
it’s a myth that all the best sellers are extroverts. Some of the best 
business people and sellers I know are not the loud talking, master 
networking, “life of the party” types that we associate with sellers.

Introverts tend to be thinkers, process oriented, and good listeners-
-great behavior traits in any business. That being said, in order to 
sell you have to also take action, get out of the office, meet and talk 
to people regularly. With that spirit in mind, here is a list of 10 steps 
introverts can take to become top sellers!

1. Be prepared. Introverts excel when they don’t have to think on 
their feet. Write your questions in advance and set an agenda 
with the client prior to the meeting. Preparation leads to 
confidence, confidence leads to success. 

2. Develop strategies to retain and grow your existing customers 
Introverts are more comfortable talking to people with whom 
they already have relationships. Regular communication allows 
you to spot upsell and cross sell opportunities quickly.  

3. Ask for referrals. Most introverts hate cold calls—and I can’t 
blame them. So don’t make them! A warm introduction will 
ensure prospects are receptive to your calls and emails thanks to 
a common bond—your relationship with the referrer--and referrals 
are often easier to close. 

4. Attend formal networking events that include a sit down meal. If 
assertiveness is not your strong suit, avoid cocktail parties at all 
costs! You will talk to more people more easily if you are sitting at 
a table with a captive audience.
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Name: Colleen Francis
Company: Engage Selling Solutions

Sales Insight By:

5. Attend networking events on your own. If you go with friends, 
colleagues, or family members you will stick close to your own 
kind and not meet anyone new. 

6. Speak at association events and join Toastmasters. Successful 
sellers speak confidently and present well. Toastmasters 
has an excellent reputation for helping members be better 
communicators and leaders, regardless of their experience. I’m a 
graduate myself. 

7. Love what you do! If you are passionate for what you are selling 
you will be excited to share it with others. Focus on solving client 
problems, not concerns about how others might perceive you. 

8. Set reasonable goals. You may be introverted, but that doesn’t 
mean you’re not competitive! Set sales goals and tell your 
spouse, boss, employees and friends about them. Engage their 
help, and get busy on activities that can help you accomplish 
your goal. Reward yourself handsomely 

9. Change your attitude about sales. Rather than thinking, “My job 
is to sell something to that person,” think “My job is to start a 
dialogue and to figure out how I can help prospective buyers.” 
Don’t think about a “sales process,” think about facilitating the 
buying process and yourself as a valuable resource.

    Review your successes first. Before you start your day, review  
    past successes. Review testimonials, remember happy clients,   
    remind yourself of big wins. Stop being afraid and be proud of   
    the people you have helped. They love the work they do with you 
    and others will as well.

If you want to be successful in business you need to learn to sell. 
The good news is that selling is a learned skill, not an instinctive 
behavior. Everyone, introverts and extroverts can do it successfully.

10.
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THINK DIFFERENTLY.
POSITION DIFFERENTLY.
SELL DIFFERENTLY.

Everyone sells. That means everyone buys.

Robert Louis Stevenson said it beautifully, when he stated 
“Everyone lives by selling something’. And Leonard de Vinci 
knew this in a different way. By nature he was what is known as a 
polymath. He was best known for his artwork, however he was also 
a sculptor, architect, musician, mathematician, engineer, inventor, 
anatomist, geologist, cartographer, botanist, and writer. 

As business people who sell we must be polymaths today and share 
and sell our ideas across a number of different avenues to create 
and build on opportunities.

• We must be able to hold a conversation and move a person 
forward to benefit them and ourselves through clicking with them 
on a level that is both commercial and collaborative, which means 
we must connect at not just a logical level through outcomes, 
but we must understand the questions to ask that tap into the 
emotional side.

• We must be able to wrap a message to the market and share 
it through the ability to present, speak and demonstrate our 
product or service via the spoken word.

• We must be able to write our message through blogs, newsletters 
and written articles in order for opportunities to find us through 
our E-footprint

• We must be able to facilitate discussions at round tables where 
we invite key people to attend, in order to advance conversations 
and thought leadership to elevate our offering

• We must be able to train, coach and mentor our clients so they 
tell the world the immense value they received.
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Name: Bernadette McClelland
Company: Bernadette McClelland Consulting 

Sales Insight By:

In order to attract the opportunities to us, going to the market with 
a message is so much more engaging and powerful than telling 
people what you do. To discover opportunities today is bigger than 
your role, your niche or your vehicle - it is getting clear on your 
purpose and your overarching message and in doing so will elevate 
you and position you for greater commercial opportunities.

Once you can gain clarity and articulate that message, opportunities 
will automatically present themselves. They are already there.

Howard Schultz, Chairman & CEO of Starbucks said, ‘life is a series 
of near misses’ and I believe opportunities to sell our product or 
services are the same - they are right in front of us if we know what 
we are looking for.

When you approach your market with your message of value for 
them and not you, then your direct mail pieces, your voicemails, 
your branding, your presentations and your conversations will 
have that intention threaded like a ribbon through it. Through this 
congruence and integrity you will attract your ideal opportunity. 
And at the end of the day I’m sure you want to be doing work you 
love, with people you love, in places you love. There is no time, 
therefore,  for anything other than these opportunities.
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140 CHARACTER 
SALES PRODUCTIVITY TIPS

A year or so ago I went out to my network and asked them to 
send me sales productivity tips in 140 characters or less. Brevity 
is everything right? Well, the responses were great so I thought I 
would do it again. My new 8 faves follow (with my commentary of 
course) so enjoy and share!

1. “Do or Do not. There is no try.” Yoda @RainMakerMaker 
 
Who doesn’t love a good Yoda quote? The funny thing is it rings 
true in sales. We can go to work every day and make the magic 
happen or we can just show up. Different approaches that will 
yield different outcomes. 

2. Know 3 things about your top 50 Accounts.  What do they use 
now?  What’s wrong with it?  When will they be serious about 
making a change?  @Peter_Gracey 
 
This sounds so basic right but how many sales reps will have no 
idea how to answer these questions? If they are important to your 
sales process then you need to create fields in your CRM for them 
and no opportunity makes it to the forecast unless they are  
filled out. 

3. Use Boolean Search – AND, OR, NOT, and Quotation marks (“”) 
on LinkedIn & Google.  More accurate search = more intelligence 
= more sales @srichardv 
 
Steve is the master of tips, tricks and techniques for launching 
the front end of the sales process. He knows that you need 
interesting and relevant information to start a conversation with 
a prospect. 

4. Don’t waste time w/ Social outreach unless you can nail the 
transition.  Sell early=alienated client, sell late/not-at-all=what’s 
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the point? @bbachofner 
 
Love this one. So much hype around Social but Brian nails it. 
If you can’t turn your social interactions into real world sales 
conversations….what is the point? 

5. Take care of your customers but also yourself. Sleep, good 
food & exercise are basics. Also give yourself time to think. @
Annekeseley 
 
What a concept! Merging mind and body wellness with our ability 
to service our customers better and more importantly…. to spend 
time thinking and not just doing. Love it! 

6. Leave a VM “No need to call me back, but if u could do me a 
favor & reply to the email I’m sending..” @damphoux 
 
Great idea that needs a great email to follow but is certainly a 
unique approach that may get the prospect to participate! 

7. Want to win the deal  - use content to create a conversation that 
lets you create vision of success for your prospect.  @cliffpollan 
 
Buyers are crazy busy and bored with all the noise coming 
at them. How do you stand out from the crowd and earn that 
spot as a trusted advisor? Well, one great way is to share great 
content.  

8. Selling is 99% mental -biggest impact you can have on yr sales 
career is believing you can do it & engage your prospects like it 
matters @dantyre

Selling is like a sport. You need to visualize outcomes and then 
execute with confidence. 

         
So, that’s my top 8 faves! Hope you found this as interesting and 
useful as I did!

Name: Trish Bertuzzi
Company: The Bridge Group, Inc

Sales Insight By:
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THE INCREDIBLE 
POWER 0F CONNECTION 
USING 3 LISTS TO 
GROW BUSINESS

If I could give you a sales team of enthusiastic champions to build 
your visibility and ultimately your revenues, would that be helpful? 

That is exactly what happens through 
the powerful strategies of connecting to 
the right people for the right reasons. 
I am convinced that with the power of 
connection, nearly anything is possible. 

Professionally, you can start today to grow 
your ties and strengthen them but it needs 
to be through a mindful approach. Mindful 
means that it is thought out, and 
planned for. 

Most people know how to identify prospective customers or clients 
and they track them in a CRM system with next actions set. (Note: 
if you are NOT doing this, start immediately. There has never been 
a better time to find simple and even free tools to capture your 
prospective customers and all your connections) 

Most people do not capture and track a list of people who could 
be considered strategic referral partners – those who like you and 
champion you and your business. 

Additionally, few business professionals regularly seek out strategic 
referrers – they are busy looking for one customer here, and another 
customer there. 
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Imagine then that sales team I mentioned earlier. These are 
charismatic folks who turn up somewhere in the world that know 
and like you, plus they trust that you do quality work, and will do 
what you say. They refer you to others. These people are the ones 
that you refer on an ongoing basis too. 

No Dues Required
The best part is that instead of belonging to many leads or 
networking groups, you can do this from your desk, on your 
schedule, and on your own terms. The challenge though is that 
you need to incorporate a methodology for doing it, along with a 
process and on a regular schedule. 

Begin by creating three lists that you should always be working off 
of to develop your business. 

Prospects
Always track your prospective buyers and set next actions with 
all of them.

Current and Past Customers
Those who have done business with you or are currently doing 
business with you are great sources for more business and for 
referral business. Nurture this list and even when you and your 
customer are not trading dollars for services, consider them a 
customer and keep in touch. 

Strategic Referral Partners
This is the third list you need to start keeping. I know that you 
know people that have referred business in the past, but what I’m 
asking you to do is be mindful and keep an actual list of referrers 
and champions of yours so that you can connect with them on an 
ongoing basis. 
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Use online and social tools to connect, such as through LinkedIn 
and Twitter, but also send an occasional handwritten note or give 
a quick call. Always ask what you can do for them, and then do 
it. Begin a planned method of connecting to your three lists, and 
I promise if you do it consistently, amazing doors will open and 
opportunities will appear. 
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PICTURE-BITES: SOUND 
BITES ON STEROIDS THAT
CLOSE BUSINESS

“It’s the economy, stupid.” “Just do it!” “Ideas worth spreading.”  
We all know these as sound bites that capture a strategy (Clinton’s 
election slogan), a brand (Nike), a movement (the TED talks). In an 
age of information overload, sound bites are the stuff of marketing. 
They are short, catchy, and memorable.

So what are “picture-bites?”

Picture-bites are particular kinds of sound bites. They are uniquely 
visual and in an age of too much information and too many 
similar sounding services and products, they are the stuff of 21st 
century selling.   

No one should lead, sell, or influence others without a command 
of picture-bites, images created with words, commonly known as 
metaphors and analogies. Picture-bites work because we humans 
are wired to respond instantly to images more than we are to 
information, no matter how logically presented. Not only are 
metaphors (and analogies) instantly grasped, they are also highly 
evocative, and memorable and they move others to action quickly.

Compare your response to a pile of economic data that details our 
budget and deficit problems vs. your reaction to the phrase that 
describes that situation as a “fiscal cliff.” The former collection of 
facts, however accurate, likely makes you tune out, while the latter, 
in an instant, makes you “see” and feel the seriousness of 
the problem.

One advertising sales woman moved a complacent buyer from no to 
yes when, seeing  that nothing she was saying was really resonating, 
she blurted out that Proctor & Gamble didn’t sell soap by keeping 
it in the closet. Her buyer chuckled, paused, then, said, ‘That is so 
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true.’ And he agreed to advertise.

Understanding different investment approaches can be confusing 
for people who are not in the market. One wealth manager explains 
the difference between investing in a diversified group of funds vs. 
picking stocks as the difference between eating caviar or catnip  
in your old age. No prospective investor has a problem  
understanding that.

Sales people too often sell to a buyer’s logical left brain, explaining 
processes, features, benefits, cost-benefit analyses, etc.  And that 
is important, but that is only half the sale. Buyers have another, 
equally, if not more important, internal decision-maker, the 
right brain, which responds instantly to images and the feelings, 
experiences, and associations that go with those images.  The left 
brain hears the information and weighs it for logic. The right brain 
“sees” the information and responds to it at the emotional level. 
They work together to decide either for you or against you. Think 
of them as an interior C-Suite decision-making committee. The wise 
sales person “sells” to both.

Most important for selling, when you satisfy the right brain, it is 
much easier to persuade the left.   

7 Signs You Need a Metaphor

Happily, there is no limit to the way you can use metaphors to your 
advantage. Here are seven examples: 

1. Clients confused by how your solution fits their situation? Un-
confuse them with a metaphor.  

2. Need to inspire a group to gain support for your ideas? Win them 
over with a metaphor.  

3. Facing a tough objection? Neutralize it with a metaphor.  

4. Selling technically complex services or products? Simplify them 
with a metaphor. 
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5. Need to close a client who is wavering on a decision? Move him 
to take action with a metaphor. 

6. Caught in a sensitive situation with a client? Calm him down with 
a metaphor. 

7. Need to distinguish yourself or your firm from the competition? 
Paint a unique and unforgettable picture of yourself and your firm 
in the mind of your client with a metaphor. 

Metaphor is the invaluable tool of the new hire, the sales rain-maker, 
the senior sales executive, and the CEO. Metaphor can be deployed 
effectively in large companies, small entrepreneurial ventures, and 
non-profits, across a table, behind a lectern, or in the Boardroom, 
not to mention at the neighborhood bar or on the private 
golf course.
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3 RULES OF IMPROV
EVERY SELLER NEEDS
TO KNOW

Feel a little “stiff” when delivering a presentation?  Get tripped up 
over objections or think of “just the right response” ten minutes 
after the call?  Improvisation provides much-needed skills for those 
of us in sales who have to think on our feet for a living! But there 
is more to improv than just spitting out the first thing that comes 
to mind.  Improv performers follow a few key rules to achieve the 
lightning-quick speed and laser-like focus necessary to react to 
changing circumstances.   

With the rules of the sales game changing daily there’s never been 
a better time to acquire new skills that will help you to be on your 
toes, ready to react spontaneously and skillfully to the unexpected.  
Here are three of my favorite improv rules that I use with sales 
teams all over the world – and you can start using today!

1. Be in the Moment
Good improv performers are great listeners, but you can’t listen if 
you are thinking about a conversation you just had or projecting 
how this sale will help you reach your quota. Focusing on the 
present moment creates a heightened awareness that allows 
you to react quickly to both verbal and nonverbal cues. Being 
in the moment also requires letting go of preconceptions about 
your prospect. Remember, although you may have had this sales 
conversation a thousand times, it is the FIRST time you’ve had it 
with this individual. 

2. Use it, Lose it or Laugh at it 
Faulty PowerPoint?  Forgotten brochures? Bumbled presentation?  
No worries.  This simple improv rule will help you get back on 
track.  1) Use it: When things don’t go according to plan, instead 
of forcing them to conform to your itinerary, try incorporating 
changes into your presentation. Not only can this add energy and 
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spontaneity, it can also take you in surprising new directions that 
may turn out to be better than what you had planned.  2) Lose 
it:  If you’ve made an obvious mistake, don’t pull your audience 
out of the moment any longer than necessary by over-explaining. 
Acknowledge it and quickly move on. 3) Laugh at it: Laughing at 
your mistakes is an important skill for salespeople to master and 
most people will respond positively.With the right audience, try 
using your mistake as a running joke for a refreshing break from 
the ordinary.  

 
3. Say, “Yes and…”

An improvisers goal is to always move the scene forward.  Using 
the improv rule of “Yes, and…” can help you move the sale 
forward as well.  Accepting your prospect’s position with “Yes,” 
gives you a common starting ground and keeps defenses from 
going up. Adding onto that “yes” with “and” allows you to add 
your perspective and turn the conversation into a collaborative 
process, which is what sales is all about. Right?! 

Try adding a few improv rules to your sales tool kit. They will help 
you react confidently and skillfully to almost anything thrown at 
you—except perhaps the odd tomato! 
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It was an honor to help with the assembly and design of this 
book.  Delivering information like that which you found in this 
book at each stage of the buying process earns you the role of a 
trusted advisor to your prospects, and helps them make sense of 
information overload. We wish you the best winning more deals by 
educating your prospect with content.

The Postwire Team
www.postwire.com
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GET OVER IT! ASKING FOR HELP IS A SIGN OF STRENGTH (pg. 40)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

140 CHARACTER SALES PRODUCTIVITY TIPS (pg. 49)
---------------------------------------------------------
Name: Trish Bertuzzi
Company: The Bridge Group, Inc
Title: President
Location: Boston, MA
Website: http://www.bridgegroupinc.com/
Blog: http://blog.bridgegroupinc.com/
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/trishbertuzzi
Twitter: @bridgegroupinc 
Google+: https://plus.google.com/105794499704161065650

YOU’RE FIRED! 3 TIPS TO PRUNE & GROW YOUR SALES (pg. 12)
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: Nancy Bleeke
Company: Sales Pro Insider, Inc.
Title: Founder and President
Location: Milwaukee, WI
Website: www.salesproinsider.com,
Blog: www.conversationsthatsell.com
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/nancybleeke
Twitter: @salesproinsider
Google+: https://plus.google.com/112230145970944629706

Appendix
*arranged according to last name

*Click on page numbers to link to each page!
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THE BUYER WAY OR THE HIGHWAY (pg. 23)
--------------------------------------------
Name: Lisa D. Dennis
Company: Knowledgence Associates
Title: President
Location: Cambridge, MA
Website:  www.knowledgence.com
Blog:  http://knowledgence.com/blog/
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/knowledgence/
Twitter: @knowledgence
Google+: https://plus.google.com/106994472883463884891/

Name: Colleen Francis
Company: Engage Selling Solutions
Title:  Founder and President
Location: Ottawa, ON
Website: http://www.engageselling.com/
Blog: http://www.engageselling.com/blog/
LinkedIn:  http://www.linkedin.com/in/colleenfrancis
Twitter:  @cfrancisvoice
G+:  https://plus.google.com/103975148091691741030

INTROVERTS & SELLING (pg. 44)
------------------------------

GROW YOUR GARDEN OF SALES OPPORTUNITIES (pg. 5)    
---------------------------------------------------------------

Name: Babette Ten Haken 
Company: Sales Aerobics for Engineers®, LLC,
Title: President
Location: Ann Arbor, MI
Website: http://salesaerobicsforengineers.com                                                       
Blog: http://salesaerobicsforengineersblog.com     
Twitter: @babettetenhaken                                                                                                      
G+: http://gplus.to/BabetteTenHaken 
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---------------------------------------------------------
Name: Carolyn Coradeschi
Company: Rainmaker Mindset
Title: President
Location: Los Angeles, CA
Website: http://rainmakermindset.com/
Blog: http://rainmakermindset.com/blog/
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/
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Twitter: @ccoradeschi

3 RULES OF IMPROV EVERY SELLER NEEDS TO KNOW (pg. 57)
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: Julie Hansen
Company: Acting For Sales
Title: Founder
Location: Denver, CO
Website: http://actingforsales.com/
Blog: http://actingforsales.com/julie-hansen-blog/
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/juliehansensalestraining
Twitter: @acting4sales
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Name:  Alice Kemper
Company: Sales Training Consultants 
Title: President and Founder
Website: www.salestrainingconsultants.com
Blog: www.salestrainingconsultants.com/blog,  
Twitter: @bestsalestips   
Linkedin:  http://www.linkedin.com/
company/370829?trk=tyah

DON’T FORGET THIS KEY SALES STRATEGY (pg. 19)
------------------------------------------------------
Name: Jill Konrath 
Company: JillKonrath.com
Title: CEO
Location: St. Paul, MN
Website: www.jillkonrath.com
Blog: http://www.jillkonrath.com/sales-blog
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/jillkonrath
Twitter: @jillkonrath
Google+: https://plus.google.com/115702187507105594782

8 REASONS YOU MAY BE STRUGGLING IN SALES (pg. 27)
-------------------------------------------------------------
Name: Jennifer Leake CMC 
Company: Assessment Pros LLC
Location: Roanoke, VA
Website: http://www.AssessmentPros.com
Blog: http://assessmentpros.com/blog/
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/jenniferleake
Twitter: @ConsultantsGold
Google+: https://plus.google.com/116491814157023804279/

HAVE YOU HEARD THE SECRET?  (pg. 35)
----------------------------------------
Name: Lisa D. Magnuson
Company: Top Line Sales, LLC
Title: Sales Strategist, Coach, Facilitator
Location: Portland, OR
Website : www.toplinesales.com 
Twitter: @lisa_magnuson
Linked In:  www.linkedin.com/pub/lisa-magnuson/4/617/791/

Name: Alice Heiman
Company: Alice Heiman, LLC
Title: Founder and Chief Sales Officer
Location: Reno, NV
Website: http://aliceheiman.com/
Blog: http://smartsalestips.com/
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/aliceheiman
Twitter: @aliceheiman
Google+: https://plus.google.com/113830723963084738905

6 WAYS TO RAMP UP YOUR SALES NOW! (pg. 32)
---------------------------------------------------
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BIGGER IS BETTER! (pg. 21)
------------------------

THINK DIFFERENTLY. POSITION DIFFERENTLY. SELL DIFFERENTLY. (pg. 46)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: Bernadette McClelland
Company: Bernadette McClelland Consulting
Title: CEO
Location: Melbourne Australia
Website: http://www.BernadetteMcClelland.com
Blog: http://bernadettemcclelland.com/blog
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Twitter: @b_mcclelland

SPEAKING OF SUCCESS! (pg. 38)
------------------------------
Name: Kelly McCormick
Company: OutSell Yourself
Title: Business Growth Strategist
Location: California
Website: www.OutSellYourself.com
Blog: http://www.outsellyourself.com/blog/
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/kellymccormickspeaker 
Twitter: @KellyMcCormick_
G+: https://plus.google.com/113059368847372888414/

Name: Anne Miller
Location: New York, NY
Website: http://www.annemiller.com/
Blog: http://www.annemiller.com/blog
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/annemillersalespresentations
Twitter: @annemillerny
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE UNIVERSAL LAWS OF REVENUE GROWTH (pg. 14)
----------------------------------------------------------

Name: Nancy Nardin
Company: Smart Selling Tools
Title: President
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Website: http://smartsellingtools.com
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------------------------------------
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: Colleen Stanley
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Title: President
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Website: http://www.salesleadershipdevelopment.com/
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Twitter: @EiSelling
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Name: Andrea Waltz
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Twitter: @Goforno
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